All the answers to the crossword were given
in last the issue itself. Now look at the clues
again!
5 across) is obviously not the singer David
Whitfield but with a 'care rest' (taker) 'over
the field' it's the historical minister
WHITAKER. 6 across) to 'Remove the first
one and Indulge the fantasist' is to turn Rolo
(would you give your first one?) into IOLO
(Morgannwg). 8) The George and Joan at Park
Street were HARRISON. 11) Oxford, Victorian, Whitby less the horror GOTHIC. 12) The witches trial was at Salem which becomes the abbey
MELSA. 13) Former caretaker like a cake shop is SKELTON. 14) The charity
walker was refreshed with WATER Aid. 15)
Both the master's voice (from a dog) and
resort (in South Wales) is BARRY.
1 down) The extended means of writing is
Pen+n and the minister before is PHILIPSON. 2 down) WYKE College for
older teenagers uses the old Hull name 3) Reigning monarch is ER and she
beats her Chest so the Dog City is CHESTER. 4) 'Leftism' is ‘Tess film’ and
'e-solvents' is ‘Tess novel’ and both end at STONEHENGE, where Tess is
arrested. 7) 'Slots' is S lost and therefore Carlisle becomes CARLILE, a
preacher. 9) If the Monster is Ness (Loch Mere?) then grasper is Holder and so the fruit
walker is the HOLDERNESS Brambler. 10) Like
'you'll log' is Yule and the river rises and falls is
a tide so YULETIDE. 11) A musical instrument is
an organ, more, that is also a Care... taker, is
MORGAN and a Welsh car.

The puzzle this time is Spot the Difference. If
an item 'moves' that is two differences (not
there, is there) but a 'change' is one difference.
Source: Cyd-bwyllgor Addysg Cymru (1974),
Dewch i Ddysgu Cymraeg 2, Pontypridd:
Uned Iaith Genedlaethol Cymru, 10. And:
Anon (2013) 'Terminus Vitae...‘, Astrologer's
Magazine, 37. Vol. 4 no. 1, August 1893
(given as 1894), London: Forgotten Books
and Company Ltd, 67, original page 59.

Although this magazine has been
delayed, there still can be no reporting on any ministry
matters, and the preaching rota is only known for February
and even then it is fluid. No Chairwords because the Chair is
rotating to take meetings. Compiler:
Adrian Worsfold
adrian@pluralist.co.uk
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Selby Unitarian Church - as was

Veni
Sancte
Spiritus
Come Holy Spirit
Lava quod est sordidum,
Riga quod est aridum,
Sana quod est saucium.
Flecte quod est rigidum,
Fove quod est frigidum,
Rege quod est devium.
Wash the stains
Refresh the arid
Begin by looking for new
Heal wounds
questions, not old
answers. Answers close
Bend what is rigid
doors. Questions open
Warm the cold
them. Answers lock us in
Direct from what is wrong. place. Questions lead us
on adventures... The
more questions we have,
the farther we can see.
Stephen Langton (ca.
1150-1228)

Church, F. (2008), Love
and Death, My Journey
Through the Valley of the
Shadow, Boston: Beacon
Press. Written when
dying of aesophogeal
cancer. Rev. Dr. Forrest
Church (1948-2009),
Minister of Public
Theology at the Unitarian
Church of All Souls, New
York City.
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Bryan Burgess: Some 31 years ago we came across the Unitarian Wayside
pulpit. I never believed a church could believe what I believed. This was
me! I rang Ernest Penn and the rest is history.
Mary Burgess: As a child I attended a Methodist church and like Bryan did
not attend church as an adult. Although we didn’t discuss religion much
we held similar views. Joining changed my life. One reason was because
of the Rev. Ernest Penn: I thought he a kind and wonderful man and a real
credit to the Unitarian movement.
Bryan: Soon after
joining I was elected
Chair
of
the
Committee and later
of the Church Trust. I
led discussion with
the Rev. Ernest Penn
and the Committee
for the new Charity
Document. Mary and
I held or assisted
musical
evenings,
garden
parties,
candlelit
suppers,
strawberry teas, table
top sales and book
sales. I hardly missed
the many services and events during my period of office, to set an
example. I edited the first Church calendar.
I became President of the YUU, visiting Transylvania along with the Rev.
Austin Fitzpatrick to deliver pharmaceuticals and clothing for the poor,
visiting schools, hospitals, churches, and orphan homes in the severe
cold and snow. It was humbling to hand to a farmer’s wife a steroid
injection unavailable in Romania for a peasant farmer suffering prostate
cancer, costing me £35 but more than 3 months wages for them. Mary and
I accompanied the Rev. Fitzpatrick and his wife to Middleburg,
Pennsylvania, for the bicentenary of Joseph Priestley’s death, visiting his
burial mound and also his church’s service. We attended many YUU
meetings. I preached not only in Hull but in Yorkshire. We were asked to
give readings on a Sunday morning ITV programme led by the Rev. Paul
Travis of Mill Hill, Leeds.
I was became a trustee and Chair of the Leonard Chamberlain Trust, and
produced a book about it and its connection with our Hull Church.

Lord of

A Chalice
Lighting
by Bernard McHugh

all being, grant us all the gift of ABSENT FRIENDS
an open mind:

A mind that values tolerance
Words are merely spoken sounds
and reason,
Unless they are sincere.
Yet stands resolute
These words I write will gain
Against those falsehoods
new strength
That lead to injustice, cruelty and
Each and every year.
violence.
Grant us minds that love the truth We wish you warm in Winter,
cool in Summer,
So that, even when the truth is
Tender Spring.
complex and many sided,
We may be patient and diligent in We wish you joy, contentment,
We wish you everything.
its pursuit.
May the Angels guide your
Grant us also, O Lord, the gift of an
footsteps,
open heart:
Wherever you may roam.
A heart that welcomes and
Furnish each room with
celebrates
happiness,
The uniqueness of each individual
In the place that you call
In body, mind and spirit;
home.
A heart that is alive
To the beauty and wonder of nature
And in the veil of silence,
And against the greed and folly
When days turmoil
Of man's exploitation of her;
ends,
A heart that is filled with a compassion
Lift down your book
That finds expression
of memories,
In good thoughts, kind words and loving
Remember distant
deeds.
friends.
As we light this chalice
Submitted by
May its flame be a symbol of our aspiration
Mary Burgess
To build, with wisdom and with love,
A community of the the open mind and the open heart
In the service of the spirit.

more vital it is. So the history of
Christianity can be told from the
top - credal councils etc. - but it
it was driven by communities
who prayed and believed, and
escalated the titles of Jesus
because of their supernatural
beliefs. In other words, the
Great Tradition is the more
philosophically removed.

So Islam did not form simply
because a prophet spoke God's
words, producing the Book, but
because of the demands of an
expansionary people out of
Arabia into the near East,
where Arabs wanted a religion
of reform more than equal to
Judaism and Christianity.

Nevertheless
reformist
movements have affected all
religions, and locally, and
Unitarianism is one. The east of
Europe was a precursor to
Western pluralism. Islam was
strong nearby. Then, resurgent
Catholic power led to the ethnic
cleansing of Socinians in
Poland in 1658, and destroyed
Unitarianism in Austria-Hungary
except for a frozen existence in
the valleys of Transylvania.

In the West the 'Bible only' was
an insufficient guarantor of the
maintenance of doctrine: the
Trinity
as
doctrine
is
post-biblical. The timeline that

shows changes in the Hull
church relates of course to
wider Unitarian movements.

Protestantism and Unitarianism
inherits Augustine's original sin
- even when by rejection - and
also Aquinas's marriage of
Christian
revelation
and
Aristotle's worldly observations.
Orthodox Christians of the near
East and Russia have never
absorbed original sin, and so
have salvation as a more
mystical perfection in God. The
Christianity chart indicates a
hugely complex religion.

In England, resistance to the
State
led
to
Anglicans
reinventing Catholicism and its
romanticism
affected
even
Unitarians. Interestingly, the
Liberal Catholicism that formed
with Theosophy reverted to the
ritualist having power in the
magical sense. So does today’s
consumerist New Age.

Theology has broadened with
the social and natural sciences;
philosophical religion is further
strained from believers, with
evangelicalism as sectarian.
Unitarians reject the sectarian
shape of religion in their use of
broader ideas, opening to East
and West, but can they lose
both supernature and magick
and still be religiously vital?

